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Industry Overview

Indian electric 2-wheeler market expected to 
explode, sparks already flying
While the market is considerably small today with ~145K 
units sold in FY21, signs of explosion are already visible. 
Sales of high-speed E2W in the first half of FY22 have 
already surpassed the sales achieved in FY21. We expect 
the market to conservatively reach at least 2.5-3 million 
units by FY25 and 6-8 million by FY30, translating into 
20-25% penetration of the overall 2-wheeler industry. Most 
of this demand will come from the metro and urban 
regions. With the right push from the government and 
compelling initiatives from players, the market can poten-
tially expand beyond these estimates and subsequently 
comprise nearly 50% of the 2-wheeler market. 

This demand is expected to be driven by both the B2C and 
B2B segments. B2C demand will stem from consumers 
using vehicles for intra-city travel. B2B demand, on the 
other hand, will be majorly from e-commerce platforms, 
aggregators, courier services, etc., and others as they shift 
their fleet to E2Ws to leverage the better economics. In this 

article, we focus primarily on the market which is relevant 
for the B2C segment.

E2W no longer a low-speed phenomenon
While the market will continue to be dominated by 
e-scooters, the nature of these scooters will shift drasti-
cally. Today, ~70% of E2Ws are low-speed vehicles with a 
speed range of less than 25 Kmph. However, as the mar-
ket evolves, with better technology and a conscious push 
by the government via FAME II subsidies, both demand 
and supply will gravitate towards high-speed vehicles. By 
FY25, we expect high-speed E2Ws to be 80-90% of the 
overall E2W market.

Market demand to be driven by lower cost of 
ownership
Inevitably, the high upfront cost and uncertainty on resid-
ual value has impacted the attractiveness of E2Ws. How-
ever, we believe that demand for E2Ws will come from its 
lower Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) compared to ICE 
2-Wheelers. Even if we remove residual value, E2Ws fare 
at par with ICE 2Ws, if not better, from a TCO lens.  
(See Exhibit 1)

The Electric 2-wheeler (E2W) market, while nascent, is fast emerging 
as a new space for innovation and activity. It is abuzz with excitement 
as old and new players are introducing new forms of technology, 
distribution, and customer service every day. This article seeks to 
decode the chatter in the E2W market and understand how it will 
realistically evolve over the next 5-7 years. 
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Proactive resolution of short-term challenges 
will boost the market
Currently, there are a few prevailing issues in the E2W 
market. If these were to be proactively addressed, then 
demand can surpass the optimistic estimates. The key 
challenges include:

• OEMs need to bring E2Ws at par with ICE 2Ws in terms 
of performance in power, range per charge, and time 
taken for charging. 

• Government and industry players need to collaborate 

to establish an ecosystem around E2Ws. This includes 
establishing public charging points, financing options, 
and service networks among other things. 

• The trade-off between performance and purchase costs 
needs to be made more favorable for consumers. The 
relatively cheaper e-scooters today do not match the 
performance of ICE 2-wheelers. For the market to grow, 
the upfront cost of E2Ws needs to drop, especially for 
those that have ICE-like performance.

All these challenges are short term in nature and are 

For 2021, figures in INR '000 With residual value Without residual value

1. ICE model—Activa 6G 125 cc 
2. E2W model—2021 Ather 450 Plus 
3. FAME subsidy of Rs15,000/KWh & Road tax exemption is included in the initial purchase of E2W 
4. Residual cost for ICE 2W Scooter has been calculated basis 30% residual value after 5 years 
5. Residual value for E2W has been calculated by applying straight line depreciation assuming 6-year life of the vehicle without battery and adding the 
battery resale value calculated by applying a 50% haircut on the max resale value of the battery basis remaining life and current battery prices 
Source: Press search; BCG Powertrain Study; BCG Analysis

IC Engine 
2W Scooter1

E2W 
2W Scooter2

E2W 
2W Scooter2

Battery replacement needed (+) NA
After 6 years

(1000 charge cycles 
@ 60 km range)

After 6 years
(1000 charge cycles 

@ 60 km range)

Financing Cost 0.0 0.0 0.0

Insurance 0.0 0.0 0.0

Residual value after 5Y (-) 20.74 27.65 0.0

Total cost of ownership for 5 yrs 129.3 96.8 124.4

Operating costs @ 6000 km/y (+)
Fuel Cost

Maintenance Cost

11.9 0.78 0.78

3.3 1.2 1.2

Avail Govt. incentives
(INR 15,000 / KWh)

Battery prices 
$154 (2021)

Fuel / Electricity 
Cost Ratio is ~15

Exhibit 1 - Five-Year TCO for E2Ws comes out Positive even Without 
Residual Value

Boundary Conditions

Upfront purchase costs (+) 79.0 114.53 114.53
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already being addressed by the industry. With these 
unlocks, the market will join the path to becoming the 
next big thing in the auto sector.

Vibrant market brimming with activity; players 
trying to capture different segments
A variety of players are entering the E2W market in differ-
ent ways and trying to create their niche within different 
segments of the market.

Many OEMs (estimated to be 50+) are currently fighting for 
their space in the E2W market. These can be segmented 
into four categories:

• Traditional E2W players. These players have been in 
the market for some time, have a strong dealership foot-
print, and a diverse portfolio spanning across high speed 
and low speed vehicles.

• Traditional ICE players. These are market leaders in 
the overall 2W segment with high dealership penetration 
across the country. They are primarily fence-sitters who 
are patiently waiting to leverage their network as soon as 
the E2W market picks up.

• Neo Disruptors. These are the challengers of this 
market, creating buzz by serving critical consumer 
needs and addressing traditional issues of E2Ws like 
performance, range, and battery charging. This segment 
includes the likes of Ola, Ather, Simple and others, who 
have, as of October 2021, already gained enough book-
ings to surpass the entire market of FY21.

• Neo Sub-scale players. These are present in the long 
tail of the market. They are operating at small volumes 
without an extensive distribution network or a sizable 
market share. This segment witnesses a lot of churn with 
new players entering the market and failing frequently.

Apart from the supply of E2Ws, action can be seen on other 
fronts as well. The government, along with OEMs and 
mobility start-ups, is actively working on establishing suffi-
cient public charging points, while battery makers are work-
ing on localizing the production of lithium-ion batteries.

4 Foundational Shifts to Define the Market 
Over the Next 10 Years

The multiple stakeholders in the industry are trying to 
develop their own point of view on the topics that have 
been detailed above—what will be the size of the de-
mand, where will it come from, what will be the drivers 
and challenges, who will be the players, and so on. However, 
in our view, as the volumes explode, the market will also 

experience some foundational shifts. These foundational 
shifts will change everything about the market that we 
know today. With these shifts, the E2W industry will meta-
morphose and start moving away from the ICE industry. 
We strongly believe that four foundational shifts will 
define the way the market looks 10 years from now.  
(See Exhibit 2)

Distribution 2.0
The market is just opening up, new entrants are fighting to 
build their space, and customers are slowly experimenting 
with the novel concept of an electricity-run vehicle. These 
are times of push-based sales. OEMs are turning every leaf 
and trying every trick in the book to give an impetus to 
sales. As these experiments evolve, the first shift that this 
market will witness will be in the way E2Ws are distributed. 
The dealerships of the ICE era will pave the way for more 
disruptive models of distribution that are better suited for 
the E2W market. The drivers and implications of this shift 
will be discussed in detail, later in this article.

From ownership to consumption
As the distribution chaos settles down and OEMs become 
comfortable with the way they cover the market, they will 
look for more compelling ways to encourage the uptake of 
products. Beyond the early adopters, other customers will 
resist this push due to the higher ticket size of electric 2Ws 
compared to their ICE counterparts, novelty of the pur-
chase, and uncertain resale value. To incentivize them to 
explore their offerings, players will start offering EVs as a 
service and newer subscription models will emerge. Agile 
players will iterate their product offerings multiple times 
along the dimensions of payment models, maintenance, 
buyback, etc.

Ecosystem value over product value
Unlike ICE, E2Ws have lesser servicing requirements. 
Hence, the journey of monetizing the customer lifecycle is 
unlikely to be similar to what it is today in the ICE market. 
OEMs and other players will have to embrace an ecosys-
tem-driven approach to completely own the customer 
lifecycle. This 360-degree ecosystem may have multiple 
services ranging across 4 key aspects:

• Vehicle-Centric. Services related to vehicle purchase 
and ownership including new / used vehicle purchase 
and sale, refurbishment, servicing, and roadside assis-
tance.

• Financing-Centric. Services across vehicle financing, 
subscription and leasing, and insurance.

• Mobility-Centric. Services like EV charging, ride 
sharing / hailing / renting, public transport integration, 
and smart parking.
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• Engagement-Centric. New offerings like infotainment, 
loyalty programs, tour / recreation related services, and 
much more.

Segmentation is dead; Long live segmentation 
As the market matures, the way customers are segmented 
and targeted will start changing. The traditional ways of 
segmenting the market, which is based on psychographics, 
demographics etc., will transform into a new age segmen-
tation based on travel purpose, distance travelled, etc. This 
is primarily because the commuter segments extant 
today will break down into many individual segments. For 
instance, the cost of ownership for short duty cycle usages 
in E2Ws will be higher compared to ICE while higher use 
duty cycles will be lower—thus creating 2 different custom-
er segments for these two usage types. Or a new environ-

mentally savvy consumer segment which might be willing 
to pay a premium for switching from fossil fuels might 
emerge. Thus, in our view, traditional ways of segmenting 
the 2W market will not hold for E2Ws and will need to be 
studied afresh. The products, services, offerings, and inter-
action with these new segments of customers will differ 
and players will start pinning on those customer segments 
which best resonate with their brand and products. This 
will be one of the most complicated shifts because the 
importance of the new segmentation will become more 
prominent only after the dust clears on the other shifts, 
i.e., after the supply side evolves, consumers’ education on 
E2W evolves, and the market is able to create some tangi-
ble “reaction” in customers.

Over the next few months, we plan to launch a series of 

Source: BCG Analysis

Next 8-10 years time span

Fragmented market and tight dealer economics will 
give rise to amalgamation of 3 distribution models
• Standalone dealerships
• Digital direct-to-customer
• Multi-brand phygital

From Ownership to Consumption

Segmentation is Dead; Long Live Segmentation

Ecosystem Value Over Product Value

• Consumers will want to experience E2W 
without having to purchase a large ticket size 
novel product with uncertain residual value

• Uptake will be pushed by leveraging disruptive 
consumption models (e.g. subscription)

• Customers will be less homogenous as compared to ICE
• Customer segmentation will move away from ICE 

definitions to more nuanced E2W-relevant segmentation

• Low servicing revenue in E2W will hinder the passive 
monetization strategy of the ICE market

• Ecosystems will emerge as means of monetization of 
customer lifecycle with services revolving around 
vehicles, financing, mobility and customer engagement

Exhibit 2 - Four Foundational Shifts to Define the Market 

1

2

3
4

Distribution 2.0
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articles covering each of the themes introduced above. In 
this document, we begin with the first foundational shift 
—‘Distribution 2.0’.

Distribution 2.0 

Today, distribution in the E2W space is quite traditional. 
While some new entrants are exploring digital distribu-
tion, most E2W dealerships mirror ICE dealerships where 
OEMs have franchisee dealers who own end-to-end sales 
and service journeys. However, as we will explain below, 
as the market unfolds, the ICE ways of distribution will 
give way to more disruptive forms of distribution in the 
E2W industry.

Market to be shared by several OEMs
Currently, a majority of the market share is held by 2-3 
traditional E2W OEMs. However, we expect the market 
structure to change significantly in the next 5-10 years. A 
variety of scenarios may play out. Traditional ICE players 
who have not been aggressive in the E2W segment until 
now may leverage their strong distribution network to 
expand in the market quickly. Neo disruptors, who are 
generating excitement on their product features and new 
models of customer engagement, may gain significant 
share. The long tail of players may grow in the market, 
even if accompanied by a lot of internal churn. In essence, 
it is likely that the industry will become more fragmented 
compared to ICE by FY25. A large number of players will 
hold a significant share of the market and compete fiercely 
against each other. As the brand identities of most of these 
players blur in this crowd, standalone dealerships may 
become less attractive for a lot of players.

Dealer economics to come under pressure
If one looks closely at the economics of a dealer, a stark 
difference between E2W and ICE becomes apparent. 
Unlike ICE, a key USP of E2W products is their lower cost 
of maintenance and servicing. As a result, while ICE 
dealers earn a significant portion of their margins from 
servicing, there is barely any servicing income in E2W. 
Today, this deficit is made up by high margins and incen-
tives from OEMs. However, as these margins squeeze, it 
will become difficult for these dealerships to survive on 
their own and the industry will start looking at more 
disruptive models of distribution.

Bursts of disruption already being seen in the 
market 
One can already see disruption erupting in different parts 
of the market with OEMs and industry players bringing in 
new distribution models:

• Ola Electric has introduced an ‘Experience Centre’ 

model. Here, the end-to-end sales journey is owned by 
the OEM. While the entire purchase journey is digital, 
the customer has the option to test/experience the 
vehicle at a physical location. The OEM also provides 
at-home delivery and servicing of the vehicle. This model 
is targeted towards a premium customer segment and is 
expected to be successful in metro cities.

• Some digital players have introduced a ‘Digital Aggrega-
tion’ model where the firm provides the customers the 
freedom to choose from across multiple brands. While 
the purchase journey is entirely digital, this model highly 
relies on dealers. Firstly, for customers who want to phys-
ically test the vehicle, the platform offers the opportunity 
to do so by providing demos at local OEM dealerships. 
Secondly, while the sales are completed on the platform, 
fulfillment and servicing are provided by dealerships. 
This model is being explored in varying degrees by new 
entrants like B-Live and the Kerala Government. Some 
OEMs and dealers are also selling E2Ws on popular 
e-commerce platforms.

• Other players like Greaves, Sahara Evols, and e-Ash-
wa are also experimenting with ‘Multi-brand physical 
aggregation’. Greaves recently launched its first store in 
Bangalore where it is selling electric cycles, 2-wheelers, 
and 3-wheelers. The other two have franchisee stores 
across the country which allow customers to physically 
test and choose from a variety of brands. 

E2W distribution will settle into an amalgamation 
of 3 models
While the next few years will be filled with experimentation 
in the industry, in our view, the market will evolve into an 
amalgamation of single brand phygital play, digital D2C 
play, and multi-brand phygital play.

• Players who will have already built a large dealership 
network and enough scale to justify standalone deal-
erships will continue to rely on ‘single brand dealer-
ships’ to maintain their brand and presence across 
the country.

• Some players will gravitate towards a direct-to-customer 
play. They will have built the brand and scale strength 
required for a digital-first play where customers may 
experience physical testing in the comfort of their homes 
or in many cases, not touch the vehicle before purchase 
at all. However, they may struggle to leverage the model 
beyond metros and top urban cities and will find it chal-
lenging to penetrate deep into the country.

• Other players, with higher churn and sub-scale volumes, 
however, will neither have the brand value to pivot to 
standalone digital nor the monetary power to maintain 
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single-brand dealerships. This is very similar to how 
the Chinese supply landscape for E2Ws looks. A new 
distribution model will emerge for this segment—multi-
brand phygital. They will provide customers a platform 
to compare model features and prices across brands. 
Customers who are comfortable with online purchase 
will be able to do so on the multi-brand online platform 
and get the digital-first experience of at-home delivery 
and servicing. At the same time, customers who are 
more comfortable visiting a physical showroom will 
also be served in this model. This will potentially allow 
brands to reach all corners of the country.

Implications for E2W OEMs
As the market goes through this foundational shift, E2W 
OEMs need to get to the front and centre to drive this 
change. There are three key questions that they should 
think about at this stage.  
(See Exhibit 3)

• Define how you want to serve the customer. At a 
time when most OEMs are still figuring out their space 
in the market, front-runners should start defining how 
they will serve their customers five years from now. 
Given that single dealerships will be hard to sustain, an 
OEM wanting to build or maintain a pan-India coverage 
should either gravitate towards a Direct-to-Customer 
play or opt for a multi-brand play. As discussed in the 
previous section, these models are already being ex-
perimented by new-age players. In order to stay ahead 
of the curve, E2W OEMs should proactively consider 
the tradeoffs among factors like brand positioning, 
customer experience, capex etc., to identify and define 
the right fit model and start building their capabilities 
accordingly.

• Define your differentiation. If the market becomes 
as fragmented as defined above, OEMs run the risk of 
playing in a commodity market. As the market becomes 

Source: BCG Analysis

What 
will 

change 

What 
this 

means 

Exhibit 3 - Key Questions for E2W OEMs as Distribution Landscape Shifts

• Single brand dealerships of 
the ICE era will not remain 
as prevalent due to nature 
of E2W dealership 
economics

• Alternate models like 
Direct-to-Customer and 
multi-brand plays will 
emerge

• OEMs need to decide which 
distribution model they 
want to gravitate towards 
based on their scale and 
value proposition

Define how you want to 
serve the customer 

• Distribution will become 
more fragmented than in 
the ICE market with 
several players operating 
in several niches

• OEMs need to define their  
unique value proposition 
which will determine their 
niche and help maintain 
brand identity

• Value proposition will have 
implications for distribution 
choice

Define your 
differentiation 

• Digitization will disrupt the 
market and will change the 
way people think about 
ownership and their E2W 
experience

• OEMs need to define digital 
goals and develop 
capabilities

• They can leverage digital for 
lead generation, sales, 
aggregation, servicing, 
offering consumption 
models or ecosystem 
services

Define the role 
of digital 
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bigger, an increasing number of small entrants will 
crowd the market with an ‘import and assemble’ model. 
In the backdrop of such a landscape, the question to 
ask is, “What will prevent a consumer from falling into 
the price-comparison trap”? In order to remain relevant 
and maintain the ability to charge a premium, players 
need to define their unique value proposition. This 
unique value can stem from brand identity, technology 
or customer service. Further, as the market matures, 
and the consumers become more discerning about 
what they want from their E2W experience, players will 
also have to reconfigure their offerings to include both 
products and value-added services. OEMs first need to 
plan the where, what, when, and how of their differenti-
ation and then stitch together an operating model that 
can credibly fulfil the promises to protect their space in 
the market.

• Define the role of digital. There is no doubt that dig-
itization will disrupt this market in many ways. Players 
can leverage their digital capabilities for lead generation, 
digital sales, digital aggregation, digital servicing, or for 
developing a stack of digital services which will form 
their ecosystem and lock in their customers. Each of 
these models has implications for which markets are 
served, the extent of market share players garner, and 
what degree of customer monetization they achieve. 
Each of these models will face different challenges from 

the consumer’s foundational need of ‘touch and feel’. 
And each of these models will also require building a 
different kind of brand backed by a set of digital and 
organizational capabilities. Hence, it makes sense for 
OEMs to proactively plan their digital play instead of 
playing a passive response-based role in the market’s 
digital journey.

Conclusion

Even though the current E2W market is in a nascent 
stage of growth, it is well-positioned to explode in the 
next 5-7 years driven by a push from both the demand 
and supply sides. This expansion will be accompanied by 
shifts in models of distribution, models of ownership, 
models of monetization, and models of customer seg-
mentation. While some disruptions will be driven by 
OEMs, others will come from new players who will offer 
unique propositions to carve a niche for themselves. To 
establish and maintain their position in the market, 
players will have to closely monitor the industry as it 
evolves and continuously innovate to remain relevant. 
This article analyzed the drivers of the first foundational 
shift that OEMs will face in the market—the way in which 
E2Ws are distributed. To prepare for this shift, OEMs need 
to ask themselves how they will serve their customers, 
how they will differentiate their brand, and how they will 
leverage digital to win in the market.
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